(ANN) model was developed by Rosenblatt in 1958 31 . The functionalities of ANN resemble the human brain and acquire knowledge through a learning process. As a recent trend adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is widely used for modeling daily rainfall prediction 18 . A Modified ANFIS used modeling rainfall events at the Klang River basin; in Malaysia reported better accuracy 2 . ANNs and fuzzy logic approach applied for forecasting weather in different areas of china reported that the prediction accuracy achieved by the proposed models was satisfactory than other existing methods 4, 5 Applied ANFIS for forecasting drought, the model reported improved for forecast accuracy 6 . Most of the Data-driven model may increase the rainfall prediction accuracy 20, 16 Applied ANFIS model to predict rainfall. 15 Developed a neuro-fuzzy model to predict the monthly rainfall at Daejeon in Korea. Application of neuro-fuzzy model to forecast annual drought conditions in the Maharlu-Bakhtegan watershed, reported neuro-fuzzy model as a suitable method 7, 9 Applied ANFIS in the forecasting of the ground water level of Bastam Plain in Iran. 10 developed ANFIS for modeling long-term streamflow forecasting in Dez basin, Iran. ANFIS applied to predict rainfall in Khorasan Razavi reported ANFIS as suitable tool 11 . The apparent advantage of ANFIS is, it can capture the benefits of both models in a single framework 13 . ANFIS model used for forecasting the monsoon rainfall in the region Junagadh (India) revealed neuro-fuzzy as a superior model 18, 17 , it is reinstated that the performance of fuzzy inference system and artificial ANN based are better than existing approaches used for flood forecasting. Applied a rough set based fuzzy ANN algorithm for weather prediction and reported better accuracy the other existing model 19, 21 Stated that ANFIS perform groundwater level prediction more accurately when compared to ANNs. 22 Reviewed the applicability of ANFIS models for rainfall forecasting in southeast Australia. Likewise, an assessment conducted on rainfall event evaluation using neuro-fuzzy inference system for Mashhad reported ANFIS as a suitable model for forecasting 25 . The performance evaluation of Neuro-fuzzy and ANN models showed fuzzy model as a most suitable model 26 . A neuro-fuzzy weather prediction model combining fuzzy logic for rainfall-runoff modeling at Kranji basin in Singapore outperformed the existing approach 37, 36 Reviewed the applicability of fuzzy in industrial processes modeling and monitoring. Neuro model are also adopted for river flow 
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Materials and Methods
In this investigation, the ANFIS model is examined using the above stated input methods to achieve enhanced prediction rate. In this study, initial weather inputs before feature reduction consists 
ARNFA Enhanced Data-driven Prediction Model
The proposed ARNFA is a sequentially hybridized model integrating rough set based feature selection and neuro-fuzzy inference based predictive method. In FIS, fuzzy rules are applied to deduce a new approximate fuzzy set conclusion while taking a fuzzy membership as the foundation. FL approaches are mainly applied to the imprecise scenarios that are tough to be designed precisely as in this proposed rainfall prediction scenario. The application or if the studying issues are vague then fuzzy inference system can be the most suitable model 39, 14 Stated that ANFIS is a feed forward neural network and is constructed by supervised learning. Assimilating the features of ANN and FIS has attracted the rising attention of researchers due to the growing requisite of adaptive intelligent systems to solve the real world requirements 1 . ANFIS maps the input members to an intended input membership function and then input MF to a set of ifthen rules. The derived output rule set characteristics are mapped to output memberships, and the output MFs are converted to single valued decision associated with the output 12 . The computational time complexity and number of rules will increase related to the number of input variables. The biggest problem in ANFIS is if the inputs are high in the number exceeding five, the system will fail to model output exactly on inputs. Input Data Selection Phase -ARNFA Rough computing based maximum frequency weighted reduct selection approach is used for identifying the most relevant weather parameter to improve the learning potential of neuro-fuzzy system. This proposed input selection approach is benchmarked with the proven Information-gain and particle swarm optimization search. Feature selection is an intensive task; these techniques have improved the performance of training algorithms while minimizing the errors due to superfluous input values 33, 34, 35 . The feature subsets generated using maximum frequency weighted reduct selection (MFWFR); information gain (IG) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) approaches are used for input selection 32 . In the model training phase, the feature reducts generated using input selection models are used for training the algorithms. This datadriven hybrid system as in Figure. 1 is evaluated by complete and reduced feature input to demonstrate the importance of feature reduction. The proposed model regulates the premise parameters sets to facilitate adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems output to match the training data. In the model training phase, the feature subset (reduct) generated using three input data models are used for training the learning algorithms. Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, fuzzy rule-based classification techniques and recent evolutionary classification models are for used training the models for rainfall prediction. To identify the best blend of input parameters to attain the desired precision, the optimal reducts of the complete feature set computed using rough set based maximum frequency weighted reduct selection, information gain and PSO based feature selection are evaluated. FIS used in ARNFA has five processing levels such as: fuzzification, production, normalization, defuzzification, and aggregation layer with following input and output relationships for each layer 27 . The ARNF model performance evaluated against existing techniques in the model evaluation phase. The bench marked classification methods apart from adaptive network based fuzzy inference system are evaluated using WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) 38 and KEEL (Knowledge Exploration using Evolutionary Learning) 3 . The comparative study of the ARNFA and existing models are shown in Table1. To identify the best blend of input parameters to attain the desired precision, the optimal reducts of the complete feature set computed using rough set based maximum frequency weighted reduct selection, information gain and PSO based feature selection are evaluated. The last decade has perceived the benefits of application of ANFIS in various hydrological predictions 23 .
ARNFA-Learning and Evaluation Phase
In the model training phase, the feature subset (reduct) generated using three input data models are used for training the learning algorithms. Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, fuzzy rule-based classification techniques and recent evolutionary classification models are for used training the models for rainfall prediction. The proposed model performance is estimated and evaluated against existing techniques in the model evaluation phase. Apart from adaptive network based fuzzy inference system, the other learning techniques are evaluated using WEKA 38 and KEEL
3
. The bench marked PSO, ACO and fuzzy rule-based classification methods are evaluated using KEEL and WEKA. The comparative study of the proposed model against these existing models is shown in Table 71 . 
Results and Discussions
The accuracy rate acquired by the classification models before and after for the reduction is projected in Table1. Experimental results indicate that accuracy rate of the classification models has improved after feature reduction. When compared to existing generic evolutionary and fuzzy rule-based classification approach. Performance evaluation outcomes have identified ARNFA as a suitable model for rainfall prediction. The proposed ARNFA achieved 95.49% accuracy when trained using the feature reduct generated using MFWRS algorithm. The proposed model outperformed when trained using rough set based maximum frequency weighted feature reduct than information based feature reduction and PSO approach.
Conclusion
Most of the generic classification techniques report substantial improvement in prediction accuracy. But the attained precision is considered to be insignificant for modeling real-time hydrological forecast. This investigation concludes that global prediction approach as an insignificant tool in modeling regional hydrological forecasts. Therefore, a domain-specific hybrid architectures integrating rough, fuzzy, evolutionary and neuro computing at various stages are proposed to achieve the desired prediction precision.
